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Total Cost For 1974-1975 Set At $1,995
Room Sign-Up Hassles Brought Out At Press Conference
By ELLEN CASSADA
The total costs for attending
Longwood, which is set at $1995
for the 1974-75 academic year,
was disclosed at the press conference on April 10.
Grace Ann Overton, chairman
of Legislative Board, opened the
conference with information concerning past Legislative Board
actions. Beginning in 1975, incoming freshmen will no longer
be required to purchase gymsuits. Since next year's orders
have already been sent in, this
new ruling will not take effect
until the following term.
Legislative Board has also been
making changes in the handbook.
These changes are more a process of deletion and revision of
outdated material than an actual
rewriting of the book.
Grace Ann mentioned her recent trip to a governmental symposium in Washington, D.C. In a
schedule of events termed "very

worthwhile,"
representatives
from around the nation, including only two Virginians, were
present.
The meeting was then turned
over to Dr. Willett, who began by
commenting on recent questions.
Next year's fees structure was a
major issue of concern brought
up. Although subject to approval
by the Board of Visitors, proposed fees will be approximately
$1995. This fee includes room
and board, tuition, and activities, which was assigned an extra $5 per student. Out-of-state
fees will go up proportionally.
Prime reasons for the $245 increase include higher prices for
heating oil, and a 20 per cent
increase in the cost for food.
Concerning summer school,
the administration is still waiting
to see the demand before deciding upon sections and classes.
Much money was lost last year,
and a similar reduction will mean

at least a $50 increase for next on Friday nights during the dinyear.
ner hours. The hours will be exStreaking was the next issue tended during the week of exams,
brought up by Dr. Willett, who and week end hours will be the
warned that legally speaking, same as week day.
Personnel changes, again rethere is a great difference between being spectators during quiring approval of (he governstreaking and being involved in ing Board of Visitors, was the
forcibly attempting to secure re- next item that Dr. Willett brought
before students, Colonel Carr,
lease of those arrested. This
constitutes a felony, and Dr. Vice President for administraWillett advised students to stay tion, has resigned, effective in
away from law enforcement of- August. He will remain at Longficers during a streak. These wood as an administrative adremarks brought up a general de- visor and part time teacher.
bate as to whether or not streak- Campus school director Dr. E.
ing should be handled by the ju- Lee Land has resigned to become
ficial board rather than the a school superintendent, and will
Farmville courts. It was men- be replaced by Dr. J. L. Pemtioned that since streaking would berton, assistant professor of
last only a short time and did education. "There will also be
not directly involve Longwood a number of other internal
students, there was not much shifts," Dr. Willett concluded,
reason to change handbook rul- which will be made public after
ings.
the Board meeting in May.
Dean Blackwell informed stuThe press conference was then
dents that the library will be open turned over to Dean Heintz, who

reviewed the housing system and
practices. She commented that
the present policies have been
used for several years, the lottery system being the result of
student initiation. Homesti-ading,
a practice only in its second
year, was also initiated by students. Students also began the
process by which hall presidents could choose rooms ahead
of their class, but only after
careful evaluation. "We certainly
want to satisfy any student requests that are to the advantage
of the majority. Of course, everybody cannot get their first
choice of rooms. If any of you
have suggestions for revision of
the system, get this Information
to Pat Watson, chairman of residence board."
Discussion then turned to the
actual process of housing. Problems were brought up of splitting people in three-room suites
(Continued on Page 8)

Phi Kappa Phi To Present Top Culture' Lecture

This question was directed to
Ann Steger of Residence Board.
We have a question to ask concerning dining hall regulations.
We have done a lot of substituting as waitresses and all we ever
see at the end of the meals is
great quantities of good food being
thrown away. If we pay so much
money to attend Longwood, and
within this amount, we are paying
for our food, why then are we
not allowed to remove left-over
meat, potatoes, etc., from the
table. If a person is unable to
come to a meal for any reason,
be it illness or just an overabundance of work to do, is it so
terribly wrong for a friend to
bring back food that she has really
already paid for?
The reason for the restrictions on the kinds and amounts
of food to be taken from the
Dining Hall is to keep students"
food costs at a minimum. The
more that is taken out, the more
Slater has to prepare - and the
more we have to pay. Our food
costs are NOT based on each student eating 21 meals per week.
We pay only a percentage of this.
As little food as possible is
thrown away - this is done only
for health reasons.
If a student wishes to take food
out for a friend who is sick or
studying, she may ask Mr Carbone. Special permission may be
given.

"The Scholar and Pop Culture"
is the title of a lecture to be
presented tonight, April 17, at
7:30 p.m. in the ABC Room.
The lecture will be given by
two faculty members from the
University of Virginia, Dr. Luther Gore and Dr. Spencer Bennett. They will be assisted by
eight of their students.
"The title indicates experience
in indicated learning," said Dr.
Thomas Hamilton, Assistant Director of Admissions. "PopCulture analyzes the visual arts of
an era, the music, architecture,
popular literature, artifacts
(such as furniture and packaging
of goods), the scientific outlooks,
and the superstition."
The lecture will be divided
into three sections. Dr. Luther
Gore will begin by defining pod
Culture and citing reasons as to
why it should be included as a
scholarly discipline. Dr. Spencer
Bennett will then "talk about pop
culture as an index to the mindset up In era," according to Dr.
Hamilton.
The third section will include
a demonstration of projects done
by students in the pop culture
classes.
The projects include a study
of hub caps, the packaging of
products, and an analysis of film
and music.
Dr. Grove originated courses
in pop culture, for credit, at the
University of Virginia five years
ago. Currently, about four
courses a semester are taught
by Dr. Grove and Dr. Bennett.
These are primarily introductory
courses, according toDr. Hamilton, and include a study of pop
culture from about every era.
The students represent a wide
variety of majors, including en-

gineering, psychology, English,
and history.
The basis for a study of pop
culture, according to Dr. Hamilton, is a belief that housing,
clothing, and popular entertainments can serve as an indication
of the general intellectual outlook
that prevails during an era.
A study of it is based on two

basic principles: that the popular
is as worthy of study as the classical, and that the concept of
interdisciplinary study need not
be limited to contemporary times.
The lecture is to be presented
by Phi Kappa Phi, an honorary
devoted to integration, democratization of learning. To be eligible for membership, Juniors

must have an cumulative average
of at least 3.75; Seniors must
have a 3.50.
Unlike ltd Beta Kappa, an
honorary with identical requirements for academic attainment,
membership is not limited to
students of the literal arts. Rather, it is open to students in any
discipline.

Commencement To Be Held On Wheeler Mny I
All Students, Guests Housed In (lurry
Commencement exercises will
be held on Saturday, May 18,
1974, at 9:00 a. m. on the lawn
of Wheeler Mall. If it should be
raining that morning, the degree
candidates will assemble in the
basement of Jarman Auditorium
at 8:15 a.m.
The hoods, caps, and gowns
can be picked up at the College
Bookstore anytime between now
and Saturday, May 18. All rented
attire must be returned to the
Bookstore immediately after the
ceremony.
All seniors must completely
vacate their rooms in all residence halls before leaving campus during the week of May 610. The reason for this is that
the annual Girls' State Conference will be held at Longwood
in June and participants will be
housed in Wheeler, Cox, and the
Cunninghams, therefore, a cleaning process must be undertaken
there.
All the commencement housing
will be in Curry Hall, and rooms
will be assigned randomly as
requests for reservations are
received. Parents and guests will
be housed on lower floors and

seniors will be housed together
on upper floors.
Parents and guests who desire
overnight accommodations will
be charged $5.00 for a single
room and $8.00 for a double occupancy. Seniors will not be
charged for housing accommodations and meals.
Overnight accommodations in

Curry will be reserved at no
charge for any Longwood student
who wishes to attend graduation;
however, meals on Friday evening and Saturday morning will be
provided free of charge to seniors only. The deadline for all
reservations is May 3. They
cannot be guaranteed if received
after that date.

Residence Halls Close May 10th
Students May Store Trunks, Luggage
Students are permitted to store
trunks, luggage and other personal belongings which are properly prepared for storage for
the summer, according to Dean
Heintz, dean of students. The
complete description will appear
in the closing instructions for the
residence halls.
All residence halls will close
on Friday, May 10, and on that
date all rooms must be completely evacuated. Those items which
are to be stored for the summer
may be left In the hall outside
student rooms. Custodial staff

will move the items to storage
areas in the residence halls in
which students are to live in the
Fall. All pieces should be clearly
marked. Baggage tags which can
he tied to the handles of the containers or the luggage must be
used. (Scotch and masking tape
do not hold for that length of
time). In addition to trunks (footlockers, suitcases), other personal property must be stored
in metal or hard plastic containers. No cardboard cartons
will be stored. Storage in sorority
(Continued on Page 8)
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Commentary

Room Sign-Up Hassle

Apathy Reigns Supreme
By BETH RAFFERTY

Room sign-up Is one of those events which, like
registration and exams, is never eagerly awaited.
However, it seems to have brought more hassle.
frustration and dissatisfaction this year than it
since anyone can remember.
The unhappiness, at least for many students,
ems to stem from the designation of certain rooms
as "private." I agree that, as far as space permits,
students with a genuine need for it should be Kiiaranteed a private room. And the added $100 for this
privilege seems to be a minimal one.
Like many ethers, however, I cannot understand
how and why certain rooms were reserved for this
purpose It was this specifically that ignited student
complaints, for it involved splitting up suitemates
and denied many students the privilege of homesteading.
The lottery system is designed to Rive each
student an equal opportunity to the room she wants.
However, with one room in a triple suite being
designated as private, students no longer have the
right to live with whomever they choose. Many existing suites were split up, with two roommates
being ousted forcibly because their room had now
become "a Single." Many students were, needless
to say, agitated, and the fact that they were not told
they were losing their homesteading privileges until they were ready to sign up for homesteading
only worsened ;in already bad situation.
Why must the question of which rooms are to be
private be pre-arranged? It is my understanding
that, before room sign-up, there is no concrete idea
as to how many students will actually want private
rooms Quite probably, it will be less than expected,
and two people will end up being placed in these
rooms, anyway This is hardly fair to the original
two thai wanted the room.
The system is also unfair to that girl who wants
a private room she has also lost the privilege of
deciding where she wants to live. Or at best, she
faces a very narrow choice, for she must be placed
in a triple suite, with four possible strangers.
These are not four ordinary strangers, however They are likely to resent the girl's presence, and might vent their resentment to open hostility And, if she is signed up for a private room,
she apparently has a real need for quiet and privacy. How much of either can she really have,
living crammed between two sets of friends? More
likely, she will have nothing but loneliness, for although she will live close enough to hear their
parties and gab sessions, she will be excluded
from them
This girl, although she wanted a private room,
might also have wanted to live in a suite with two
friends. Or she might have had other reasons (such
as those previously listed) for wanting a room in
a location other than those designated as "single."
Another factor which might be involved is that
many students are currently living alone and might
have preferred to homestead.
This system, then, leaves something to be desired Couldn't the problems have been eliminated
if the student wanting a private room merely have
been allowed to "take her luck" in the selection of
a room, like everyone else
As previously stated, I do not understand the
reasons behind this system. I am sure those responsible for it did not design it purposely to make students unhappy. And 1 am aware that it is too late
for any changes for this year However, in light of
the rise in costs for attendance, students feel they
have the right, as far as possible, to live wherever
and with whomever they please Therefore, 1 suggest that this system be revised next year.
- JANE -

A student soon becomes aware
of the appropriate phrases used
at Longwood to describe a person. Not only are the blue and
white, but anyone that does constructive work In such areas as
Oktoberfest or Orientation, labled as "Rah- Rah's." A distinction
should be made between the people who just lend their mouths
for use, and those who will lend
their time and energy to accomplish a job.
Another wide category is that of
"jocks." If a student walks
around this campus with socks
and tennis shoes on, and a tennis
racquet in her hand, she is immediately labeled as a "jock."
Again a distinction hastobe made
between those students who want
to live up to the image of a jock,
and those other students who are
not out to impress the student

Stealing Season
Dear Editor,
Spring is upon us which also
seems to be the prime season for
thieves on Longwood's campus.
In all seriousness. We hope this
letter will serve as a warning
and offer suggestions as to how to
avoid being the next victim. We
feel the increase in theft is due
to the dwindling checking accounts that can only be increased
by summer work, the desire for a
new spring wardrobe, and gas
money for spring frolicking.
We urge you to keep all doors
locked, especially closet doors.
Keep on hand only the cash you
need immediately in some inconspicous place. Top drawers,
jewelry boxes, wallets and bedside tables are only too obvious. If you are fortunate enough
to have large sums on hand, allow the Head Residents to lock
them up for you. Place name
tags in all clothing and notice
all strangers on the hall.
If the above does not work and
you have something removed, obtain a Stolen Article Report from
any Judicial Board Member and
All it out IMMEDIATELY. This
is our only means of helping you
recover stolen property. Immediate action on your part is es-

body with their athletic ability
The subject of religion does not
escape labeling, either. Those
people who "shout it from the
mountain tops" are commonly
called "Jesus Freaks." Whether
they do in reality carry it too
far is a matter of personal opinion. Other religions are constantly having judgements passed on
them. The Southern Baptist
Church is condemned for their
policy of not allowing Blacks to
worship there. The Catholic
Church is ridiculed for what some
Protestants label as "statue worshipping."
The list could go on and on. It
seems that the groups of students
under attacks such as those are
the ones who have the courage
and determination to take a stand,
right or wrong, and stick by it.
There is a name for every
type of person who becomes involved in any type of activity at

this college. The apathetic student seems to be the only one
who escapes such stigmatizing.
This is where the labeling belongs, with those students who
neither have the desire, interest,
or precious time to spend on any
activity associated with Longwood. Yet these people are the
first to cast labels on those students who take it upon themselves
to see a job through, but yet will
complain very loudly if something
goes wrong.
The best thing to do when you
are confronted with labeling such
as the above mentioned is to
pacify those apathetic students.
Think about it, they have to spend
their precious time and energy
someway, and vocal action is less
strenuous than physical work. And
remember, if they didn't spend
their time criticizing other students, the only thing left for them
to do would be to study.

sential in order that the Board
might serve you.
To those who have been tern; >ted
to steal - Please think twice about
the consequences of such an act.
Are you really that desperate?
Sincerely,
Becky Jefferson, chair man
Pat Saunders, vice chairman
Judicial Board

be treated like a woman of dignity and worth — like a lady - is
not an inherent right. It is a
privilege which must be earned
and which can be forfeited. If
you're not willing to assume the
effort and the responsibility of
being a lady, then don't complain
when you are not granted the
privilege. Support and encouragement of streakers comes under this heading. That is all that
my letter said or was meant to
say. If you read moral condemnation, into it, I might suggest
that this is a product of your own
mind, subconcious perhaps,
which is telling you that you are
not really at peace with your own
moral standards and behavior.
Rather than being hung-up on
the human body, I revere it. There
is a difference between having the
dignity and modesty which your
body deserves and being ashamed
of it. Along with the mind, the
body is the most amazing, aweinspiring creation in the universe, if only from a scientific
standpoint. As such, it must be
trained and maintained with the
highest esteem if it is to realize
its full potential. There are times
and circumstances to be nude and
to indulge in the body's most
beautiful expression, sex. To
cheapen and degrade the body,
however, by a vulgar exhibitionism is an injustice - indeed, a
blasphemy - which I can not
condone.
If I sound self righteous, forgive me, for I have no intention
of doing so. Few people have indulged in the decadent physical
practices that I once indulged in.
I doubt that there is much new
that I could experience about
heterosexual activity, either in
theory or in practice. By the
grace of God, however, I realized how terribly unfulfilling and
crippling this way of life is. I
still see far too many guys and
girls in a constant enslaving
scramble from one cheap passion to another. Nothing fulfills
or endures. I know. I've been
there. Life has more and better
things to offer if you will only
seek them.
Let's not play games, Ms. Morrison. Do you really deny that
there is a strongly sexual basis
to the psychology of streaking?
Really, you would have Dr. Freud
(continued on page 3)

"You're M»1"
Dear Ms. Morrison,
There is no sense in trying to
hide it behind sweet words.
You're mad, I can tell. Nevertheless, please allow me to make
a few comments in response to
your letter.
You read too much moral condemnation into my statements. I
can understand how this could
happen, but it shouldn't because
I was not making moral judgements against people. That authority is given to me by neither
man nor God. My criticisms
and comments were social, not
moral; there is a difference. I
was merely trying to point out the
social Inconsistency and error
that Longwood girls have made
for years in complaining about
and then encouraging H-SC's
atrocious treatment of them. To
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Shakespearean Play To Open Tonight
Shakespeare's "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," presented by
Longwood Players and the Department of Speech and Dramatic
Arts, will open its four-day run
on April 17 at 7:30 p.m. in Jarman.
Directed by Dr. Patton Lockwood, this play features a different type of set than was used for
"Earnest," "Dybbuk" and "Marigolds." Instead of the usual flats
which form walls, "A Midsummer Night's Dream" is made
completely of platforms.
"Shakespeare's plays require
freedom of movement," explained- Dr. Lockwood who designed
the set. "If we had used a realistic set, we'd need five sets,"
which would be too expensive in
addition to causing long breaks
between scenes for set changes.
We needed an environment that
can be used in a number of
scenes."
Because there is "evidence
that the play was designed for
symmetry," Dr. Lockwood
"started off with a symmetrical

Editor
(Continued from Page 2 )
turning in his grave and the rest
of the world mad because you insulted their intelligence.
Hampden-Sydney was not exonerated in my letter. The
streakers were wrong in their
actions. True, the boys do have a
part in setting the standards: they
generally present the standards,
while the girls have the more
powerful right to accept or reject the standards that the boys
have proposed. As a whole, the
boys will generally come to the
minimum level of acceptance. I
maintain, therefore, that even
in today's society the girls hold
the key vote.
No, Ms. Morrison, I am not on
an ego trip trying to put you
down. My ego does not feed on attacking the people around me. Not
to be cutty, but only to refute your
accusation, I must say that the
grapevine tells me that you are
one of the head put-it-downs of
everything in the immediate area,
and a regular star in the Letters
to the Editor section. If this is
true, then by your own logic you
accuse yourself of taking ego
trips by publicly putting down
people and things. That is not a
very healthy sign.
I have now had two shots in
THE ROTUNDA, and you have had
one. Why don't you take one more
and then we will continue our discussion outside the public media.
I know, as I'm sure you do, how
quickly editors and readers sicken of column debates.
I look forward to your reply.
Sincerely,
Bill Watson
IMI MONO" SOCIIIV 01
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set. Because the Jarman stage
was not large enough, the set was
changed somewhat and now features a large curved ramp."
Painted and lighted with cool
blue and green because "I was
tired of warm colors and half of
the play takes place in the woods.
I wanted to match the colors in
the woods."
Speaking of the drama itself,
Dr. Lockwood stated "Very little
of the language needed to be
changed," thus only a few words
and "a very few lines" were cut.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
is "one of the easiest of the
easiest plays, language-wise, of
Sliakespeare for a modern audience."
The play's music, Dr. Lockwood said, "was written within
ten years of the time the play
was written," and coordinated by
Barbara Broughton. Bassoon is
played by Jaqui Singleton, flute
and recorder by Vickey Ward
and guitars by Barbara Broughton, Mariette Zucchiand AlMain.

The players, left to right are, Bill Atkinson, Vicky Cosby,
Melissa Johnston, Tim Kelly.

Art Dept. To Present
Film Workshop
On Thursday, April 18 and
Friday, April 19 Mr. Paul G.
Canady, Instructor in Filmmaking and Coordinator of Programs
at the Richmond Intercultural
Center for the Humanities will
present a demonstration of various film animation techniques
and two workshops on flip card
animation for the Department of
Art, Longwood College.
The flip card animation workshops will be devoted to the creation of a simple three to five
second production by each of the
participants. Each student will
create and film in Super 8mm
his or her own animation. These
sessions, on Thursday, April 18
from 1 to 5 p.m. and Friday,
April 19 from 8 a.m. to 12 noon,
will be limited to eighteen students each. Observers are invited to attend the workshops to
be held in Room 217, Bedford
Building.
A film animation discussion
and demonstration will be held
for fifty observers on Thursday,
April 18 from 7 to 9 p.m. in
Bedford Auditorium. Mr. Canady
will introduce the observers to
various animation techniques, including explanation and film examples of draw film, flip card,
cut out, college, pixilationand object animation. The observers
will assist in the demonstration
of these basic animation techni
ques and filming. Individuals
wishing to attend this session
should call 392-9359 before noon
on April 18.
Mr. Canady is a graduate of
Wake Forest University and Duke
University. During his career
he has taught English at John
Marshall High School, Richmond
and served as coordinator of
Challenge '70 program for the
Richmond City Public Schools.
He has also been an Instructor
in Filmmaking f o r Virginia Museum Chapter Workshop Programs and the Virginia Governor's School. In addition to his
current position with the Richmond Humanities Center he also
serves as a media reviewer for
Curriculum Advisory Service

Magazine of Chicago. Mr. Canady
was a 1973 recipient of a Virginia Museum Professional Fellowship in Cinematography.
This presentation is the second
in a special program at Longwood College concerned with
filmmaking and related forms
of graphic arts. The program is
funded by a matching grant from
the National Endowment for the
Arts and the Virginia Commission of the Arts and Humanities.
The participants and observers
will include high school students,
college students in teachertraining programs and professional educators in the area.

- The Cole Porters
A Step In Time
A REVIEW BY
TOM DOUGAN
In the day and age when nostalgia is the current thing, "RSVP,
the Cole Porters" is in step
with the times. On Thursday
evening, April 11, Jack and Sally
Jenkins, posing as Cole and Linda
Porter, entertained an appreciated audience of 400 in Jarman Auditorium.
Technically the show was slick.
An opening picture of the Cole
Porters faded into the live
characters themselves. The audience became the honored guests
of the Cole Porters and were
served such musical hits as "I
Get a Kick Out of You", "Friendship", "Anything Goes", and
"Love for Sale".
The costumes, reminiscent of
the 20's and 30's reflected the
colors of the set which had a
sophisticated black and white
background, accented by reds,
blues, and yellows. The show
ended with a final fade out of the
character to a portrait of Cole
Porter himself. The unit set and
the tight light cues effectively
highlighted the mood and feeling
of a rapidly paced show.

In the dream-like setting are: left to right, Dawson Nash,
Dickie Jacobs, Bo Goodwin, Dave Shiflett, Chris Ross.

48t
^Ir
Va Tech

Friday

April

Jarman Hall

The B.S.U. And
The EXCHANGE CLUB of FARMVILLE
Presents the

Eighty Tighties"
26,1974

Conceit Band

8 00 PM

Longwood College

$1 00

FUN WEEKEND COMING TO LONGWOOD!

GO CAMPING WITH
The Outdoor Recreational
Club!
APRIL 20th, 1 P.M.
NO FEE INVOLVED - FOOD PROVIDED
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D.Alexander-First L.C.Student To Do Field Work In Appalachia
By BETH RAFFERTY
Dorethia Alexander, a Longwood student, was one of twentyeight students who did her field
work for her Social Work major
in the Appalachians. According
to Dea, "It was a concentrated
study of the Appalachians. ."
It included three hours of orientation, which consisted of
meeting her fellow students, field
trips, and "a dialect session."

She also "had a course in the
economics of the Appalachians
and the history of south western
Kentucky."
Dea's courses lasted all day
on Monday and Friday. They
were "very, very informal."
It consisted of seminars and discussions. They also had guest
speakers.
Dea worked with Child Welfare,
which included foster care and

IIth Amendment Discussed
By Dr. Helms, Dr. Taliaferro
The Debate on the Equal Rights
Amendment, held between Dr.
James Helms and Dr. Ruth Taliaferro, on Thursday, April 11,
centered around the question of
whether or not equal rights for
women is provided for by the
14th Amendment.
Dr. Helms, arguing against the
ERA, said that it was unnecessary because of the 14th Amendment, and would actually consibite a duplication of the Constitution.
The 14th Amendment states
that "no state shall make orendrce any law which shall abridge
the privileges or immunities of
citizens of the United States..."
Dr. Ruth Taliaferro contended
that this amendment was not
adequate because it was so vague.
Women faced with discrimination often were eventually forced
to take their case to the Federal
Supreme Court.
"If it (discrimination) should
happen to you, how would you get
to the Supreme Court?" questioned Dr. Taliaferro. Do you
know how much that costs?" She
added that the cost for a Supreme
Court case usually ranged at
about $25,000.
The debate began by Dr. Taliaferro and Dr. Helms, respectively, presenting their sides of
the issue. Dr. Helms was assisted by Martha Burton, a sophomore.
"I'm delighted that you have
formed this Longwood Women
United," Dr. Taliaferro said in
opening. "I think it's long overdue."
Dr. Taliaferro expressed
amazement that some women
were actually opposed to the
E.R.A. "It is my honest opinion
that no woman would be against
it," she said. ."I don't think any
would be if they understand it."
Dr. Taliaferro encouraged the
audience to keep an open mind,
to listen to both sides of the debate, and then decide for themselves.
"TV E.R.A. says that'equality or rights under any law will
not be abridged on account of
sex,'" Dr. Taliaferro said. She
then listed three things: social
security, government pensions,
and the military, which the E.R.
A. affected.

What she needs,
money can't buy.
.■***

Under present laws, the husband cannot collect his deceased
wife's social security, even in
cases in which she made more
money or actually supported him.
According to Dr. Taliferro,
many government pensions are
currently allotted unequally to
men and women."
Of the military responsibilities
which would come as a result
of E.R.A., Dr. Taliaferro said
that "they were the only thing
that ever bothered me. You have
to take the responsibilities along
with the rights, however."
"Virginia is a state of mind,"
said Dr. Taliaferro concerning
Virginia's continued defeat of the
E.R.A. "I love Virginia as much
as anyone does, but that doesn't
mean we're not in the Dark Ages
about some things." This statement was received by laughter
from the audience.
In explaining the need for the
E.R.A., Dr. Taliaferro stated
that it was not until the Industrial Revolution that women began to be exploited. "As a result, we needed protective labor
laws, but, we don't need them
now." The areas of discrimination, according to Dr. Taliaferro,
include education, textbooks, and
working situations.
"My difference with Dr. Helms
is that he thinks it (equal rights)
should be done in a different
way," said Dr. Taliaferro. "He
doesn't believe that we haven't
been discriminated against."
Martha Burton began the argument against the debate. "Actions prove that women with ability can succeed in any field,"
Martha began. She then listed
several women who "have made
it" as proof that any woman
with enough ability and determination can succeed under existing situations.
Dr. Helms began by saying that
he upheld good governmental
principles. "Emotionalism
makes bad laws," he said, "And
you have been emotionalized in
favor of the E.R,A."
Dr. Helms criticized Dr. Taliaferro for dwelling on historical
examples contending that there
is no longer any legal discrimination against women.
"The 14th Amendment does
contain the means to do what you
want done," Dr. Helms said.
"All evidence is now proving
that it's being done."
"The constitution is a legal
bar to sex discrimination," Dr.
Helms said. "The passage of
the E.R.A. wouldn't remedy your
problem, you'd still have to go
to court."
Dr. Helms also said that he
feared the extremism, such as
the banning of separate public
restroom facilities, that would
TO with the E.R. A.
The debate had no official winner, and both sides remained
firm on their stand. It was both
humorous and very heated at
times.

adoptions. Most of the cases she
worked with "were neglect cases
and some abuse cases." Dea
"also taught a 4-H cooking
class." "The kids needed the
4-H but there was nobody to
lead the kids, so they utilized
the college students for this."
The reason for the lack of leadership is that "one of the problems
of the area are that they were
afraid to commit themselves.
They don't work well in community interaction."
Dea's impression of Social
Work didn't change but her impressions of the Appalachian did.
"I found the people to be very
warm, and very friendly, and
very content with their way of
life. The pace is much slower.
Instead of stereotyping them as
poor people, I began to see them
as individuals."
"I attended the Penecostal
worship and I was very fascinated
by the difference in religions.
Most of the people attended the
Penecostal church because It
doesn't force any committment
on them. I also enjoyed their
music." Although Dea never saw
it, she stated that "they do have
snake handling, but it's below
ground."
Dea described the average person in the Appalachians area as
one who "sees no better life, who
doesn't look to the future." "He

has no control over his environment. You can see that in his
Folk music." "He is existent
orientated instead of improvement orientated."
"The families there still live
In the clans. They're very family
orientated still." The people
"remain within their own reference group," Dea said.
There is no family planning In
that area. One result of this is
that "once another child comes
along, this one is pushed out."
"There is very little child rearing."
The educational facilities of the
area are very poor. Dea said
that in the Appalachians, they
have six grades within three
classrooms, and "it's sort of
going back to the idea of the open
classroom." The people there
are "more interested usually In
sports than they are in education."
"One reason why they have
su ch bad schools is that there is
politics involved," such as misuse of funds, added Dea. Another
reason is that most of the teachers there are ones who have remained in the Appalachian therefore, "she knows nothing of the
outside world." This happens because "if a young person has
gotten a good education, lots
of times they'll leave."
Dea stated that one advantage

THE ACTUALITY OF ASIA:

of the area is that "they have
an excellent Mental Health Program." Included in this program
is partial hospitalization, adult
day care, pre-school day care,
and an alcoholics program.
Dea felt that the fact that
Longwood Is In a rural area,
and there is poverty here, helped
her in being able to face the
problems in the Appalachians.
She became familiar with such
areas where poverty existed
through "Students for Community
Service and my junior placement
at Piedmont Action Council."
"My Social Work methods were
helpful in the fact that a lot of
students down there hadn't had a
course in methods."
The students working in this
program "were really closely
brought together," stated Dea
"and it was very, very hard for
us to leave." "A lot of them are
talking about going back. I would
like to go back sometime."
Dea summed it up by saying,
"I just loved it. It is so hard to
describe what went on down
there." "I think It is one of the
most worthwhile experiences I
have ever had. Not only did I
get a look at the culture of the
Appalachians, but by being with
different college students I got
a chance to see their views and
attitudes, and values in relationship to mine."

JOURNEYS IN ART AND CULTURE

Spring Colloquium of the Virginia Consortium for Asian Studies
Longwood College - April 19 & 20,1974
FRIDAY, APRIL 19
(all Friday events will be held in the ABC Room unless otherwise indicated)
9:00 a.m.

Registration - Refreshments [Gold Room, Lankford Building]

10:00 a.m.

Welcome: Herbert R. Blackwell, Dean of the College, Longwood College

10:15 a.m.

"Chinese Literature and the Study of History: Points of Departure"
Harold C. Hill, Washington and Lee University

11:15 a.m.

Film: "A City of Cathay"

11:45 a.m.

"The Buddha: Its Forms and Changes in Asian Art" (with slides)
Carl Roseberg, College of William and Mary

12:30 p.m.

Buffet Luncheon (please present ticket) [Banquet Room, RuffnerJ

2:00 p.m.

"Kim Van Kieu: Reflection and Source of Vietnamese Culture" (with slides)
Marion Ross, University of Virginia

2:45 p.m.

"Calligraphy - Essence of Chinese Taste" (with slides)
William S. Weedon, University of Virginia

3:45 p.m.

Films: "Kathakali: Dance-Drama of Kerala" and "Radha and Krishna"

4:30 p.m.

Meeting of the Executive Committee, VASC

6:00 p.m.

Dinner (please present ticket) [Banquet Room, Ruffner)

7:30 p.m.

Film: Yasujiro Ozu's "An Autumn Afternoon" (English subtitles) [Wygal Auditorium)
Discussion follows: (discussion leaders)

Sharon Dean, Longwood College
Richard C. Rowland, Sweet Briar College

SATURDAY, APRIL 20
(all Saturday events will be held in Bedford Auditorium)
9:30 a.m.

Coffee [BedfordBuilding Lobby]

10:00 a.m.

"The Path of Compassion in Tibetan Buddhism"
Jeffrey Hopkins, University of Virginia

10:45 a.m.

Film: "Requiemfor a Faith"

11:15 a.m.

"The Novel and Film: Two Windows on Japanese Culture"
Richard C. Rowland, Sweet Briar College

12:00 noon

Lunch

1:15 p.m.

Film: Akira Kurosawa's "The Men Who Tread on the Tiger's Tail" (English sub-titles)

Ms. Bunny Makes Visit
Hides Eggs On Rotunda
By ELLEN CASSADA
Front campus of Longwood College was the site recently as the
celebrated Easter Bunny made
its yearly visit into town. Ms.
Bunny, alias Bettie Bass, rose at
5:30 a.m. on April 11, hopped
over to the Rotunda, and hid 240
eggs around front campus. Chairman of the hunt was Sharon McGowan.
Attendance at the Easter Egg
Hunt was scarce, but the 15 who
participated were judged in four
categories. There was, of course,
the usual egg hunt contest. A team

Sophomore C'ass
Presents Children
With Road Show
By JUDITH MOFFITT
Sophomore Road Show was given at three places on April 11.
It was presented at the Crippled
Children's Hospital, the S. B.
Fisher Elementary School, and
a school for the mentally retarded. All these places are in
Richmond.
The title of the show was "A
Toy's Small World." The story
involved a little girl who went to
sleep and while she slept her toys
woke up. The toys did a dance,
sang a song, or gave a monologue. They also talked to the audience. The show ended with the
toys singing "It's a Small World,
Isn't It? "
The teddy bear was played byDonna Adams. Judy Adams played the lion and Audrey Griliches
was the jack-in-the-box.
Melissa Johnson was Chatty
Cathy. Raggedy Ann and Andy
were played by Kathy Daffron and
Cov Pack, respectively.
The Teenie - Weenies were
Terri Sawyer, Katrina Bateman,
Donna Brubaker, and Liz Carroll.
The tin soldiers were Millie
Barnes, Kelly Hunt, and Sue
Thacker.
The clown was Susan Ridenour.
Jan Waldron was the puppet.
There were two hoboes in the
cast, Rachel Jolly and Maureen
Ryan. Debi Carter played the
little girl.
Katrina Bateman was in charge
of the Sophomore Road Show.
Practices were held for two or
three weeks before the production.
While the cast was in Richmond, they ate in the park while
still in costume. They attracted a
group of children there who they
talked to.

Have A
Question ?

of three were the winners, find- to contend with, for she found that
ing a total of 124 eggs. A second a janitor had come along during
contest was an egg roll. Ruth the morning, and seeing the eggs
Bourne captured this first prize strewn along the campus, had
as she rolled an egg with her picked them up. Nightie Watch
nose from one sidewalk to an- came to the rescue, though, and
other. An egg toss event saw eggs rehid the eggs.
flying back and forth from partIn commenting on the hunt, the
ner to partner, as Robbie Lowery Easter Bunny said, "I would like
and partner used their tossing to thank Mr. Alie for letting me
skills to win. The last contest keep my costume in his office, and
was a spoon carry on all fours his secretary, Mrs. Trent, for
across the lawn, and Ruth Bourne doing my make-up. Also, the Eascrawled to victory. Prizes were ter Bunny of Longwood College
a chocolate Easter Bunny for each would like to thank everyone for
winner.
participating, and I hope everyone
Ms. Bunny had a slight problem had a Happy Easter!"
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"I wonder if she put one behind here

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 1974-75

FIRST SEMESTER
June 10, Monday
July 21, Sunday
August 2, Friday
August 16, Friday
August 24, Saturday
August 27, Tuesday
August 28, Wednesday
September 3, Tuesday
September 6, Friday
October I I, Friday
October 18,
October 25,
October 30,
November 18
November 27
December 2,
December 7,
December 10
December 11
December 12
December 20
December 20
December 23

Friday
Friday
Wednesday
Monday
, Wednesday
Monday
Saturday
, Tuesday
, Wednesday
, Thursday
, Friday
, Friday
, Monday

Summer Session begins.
Summer Academic Planning Program begins.
Summer Academic Planning Program ends.
Summer Session ends.
Opening date, freshmen and transfers arrive.
Professional semester begins.
Classes begin at 8:00 A.M. (Short Periods).
Convocation.
Last day for filing schedule changes in Registrar's Office
Last day for dropping classes (In Registrar's Office),
without an automatic F.
Mid-semester estimates due at noon.
Fall holiday begins after classes.
Classes resume at 8:00 A.M.
Advising period for pre-registration begins.
Thanksgiving holiday begins at 12:00 noon.
Classes resume at 8:00 A.M.
Pre-registration for second semester 1974-75.
Classes end.
Reading Day.
Examinations begin.
Examinations end.
Professional semester ends.
Final grades due in Registrar's Office at noon.

SECOND SEMESTER
January 13, Monday
January 13, Monday
January 20, Monday
February 28, Friday
'March
March
March
ApriI

3, Monday
21, Friday
31, Monday
7, Monday

,ApriI 19, Saturday
April 25, Friday
ApriI 28, Monday
May 6, Tuesday
May 9, Friday
May 12, Monday
May 17, Saturday
June 9, Monday
August 15, Friday

Classes begin at 8:00 A.M.
Professional semester begins.
Last day for filing schedule changes in Registrar's Office
Last day for dropping classes (In Registrar's Office),
without an automatic F.
Mid-semester estimates due at noon.
Spring holiday begins after classes.
Classes resume at 8:00 A.M.
Advising period for pre-registration begins.
Pre-registration for first semester 1975-76.
Classes end.
Examinations begin.
Examinations end.
Professional semester ends.
Final grades due in Registrar's Office at noon.
Commencement.
Summer session begins.
Summer session ends.

Office of the Associate Dean of the College
February 5, 1974

392-6497
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Three College Professors To Be

Dr. Etheridge Appointed

Awarded Honorary Doctorates

As Participant In Seminar
Dr. Elizabeth Etheridge, Associate Professor at Longwood
College, has been chosen as one
of 12 college teachers in the
United States to participate in the
forthcoming Seminar of the History of American Thought and
Culture to be offered this summer at the University of Illinois
at Urbana- Campaign.
The seminar, which is presented under the sponsorship of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, is offering studies
to these teachers in the intellectual and cultural history of the
United States on grants provided

by N.E.H.
The N.E.H. awarded to the
University of Illinois $41,660 to
help pay administrative and instructional costs, along with a
$2,000 fixed salary for each participant and $250 to cover the
cost of housing
and travel.
Ms. Etheridge was one of approximately
100
applicants
across the United States, who also

applied for this honor.
Winton Solberg, Director of the
program at the University of Illinois, and Professor of History,
stated that the seminar will emphasize the study of scholarly
writings on such topics as American Puritanism, the romantic
impulse in America, religion in
America, and science and high
education.

Senior Science
Major Presents
Research Paper
"Fractionation of Biologically
Active Nucleic Acid Extract of
Volvex Aureus" is the title of a
paper written by Lucy Gresham,
a senior biology major for her
Honors in Biology, which she
recently passed.
"It was a lot of work, but
I'm glad I did it," said Lucy
when asked how she felt about
having participated in the prograin.
I.ucy also said that she felt
the Honors Program was a good
experience for people who wanted
to go to graduate school or do
research.
An oral examination, as well
as a paper, was required in order
to complete the program. In the
examination, Lucy briefly presented the paper to a committee
of biology professors. She then
answered questions concerning
it.
Dr. Thomas Ely was her sponsor. "I would like to thank Dr.
Ely for all the help he gave me
on this project," Lucy said.
Lucy plans to work in a research laboratory upon graduation.

HAMPDEN-SYDNEY - Three
Virginia men will be awarded
honorary doctorate degrees by
Hampden-Sydney College during
commencement ceremonies Sunday, May 12, as 161 seniors receive their baccalaureate degrees.
The commencement address,
entitled "The Value of the Liberal Arts," will be delivered by
Dr. Frank Loucks Hereford, Jr.,
president-elect of the University
of Virginia. He will receive the
honorary Doctor of Laws degree
from Hampden-Sydney College.
Having received the B. A. and
Ph.D. degrees from the University of Virginia, he has served
that institution as the Robert C.
Taylor Professor of Physics
since 1966. He began his affiliation with the University in 1949.
Others receiving honorary degrees will be Dr. Richard Anderson Michaux* and James Abner
Allison, Jr. Dr. Michaux, an
alumnus of Hampden-Sydney College, will receive the honorary
Doctor of Science degree. A
member of the Hampden-Sydney
College Board of Trustees, Dr.
Michaux is a surgeon and gynecologist in Richmond. He received his M.D. degree from the

Medical College of Virginia. He
is a staff member of the Medical
College of Virginia, Retreat for
the Sick Hospital, Richmond Memorial Hospital and Stuart Circle Hospital.
Mr. Allison is pastor of the
Raleigh Court Presbyterian
Church in Roanoke. He will receive the honorary Doctor of Divinity degree. A graduate of Virginia Military Institute and the
Princeton Theological Seminary,
Mr. Allison has served as pastor
of the Roanoke church since 1960.
The 1974 graduating class will
become the largest graduating
class in the history of HampdenSydney College.
The Rev. John Brooks Rice,
pastor of the College Presbyterian Church since January, will
deliver the Baccalaureate sermon on Saturday, May 11, at 7:30
p.m. in Johns Auditorium.
Other activities during commencement weekend also include
a buffet supper on Saturday for
the faculty and staff and their
spouses and seniors and their
guests. On Sunday following commencement exercises a brunch is
scheduled for seniors and their
guests.

It's more than a tree,
It's fresh air.
Dr. Etheridge - One of 12 to participate.

Advanced Course In Film Studies
Added To English Electives

English 290, taught by Dr.
Hooker, is a course in "understanding movies".
English 290, now called Cinema
Studies I, along with an advanced
course, English 291 on Cinema
Studies II, can be very interesting
and enjoyable even by the noncine English or Drama major,
according
to Dr. Hooker.
Lacrosse Team
Cinema Studies I is primarily
Defeats RMWC
an introductory course to understanding movies while Cinema
By CLARE BAXTER
Studies II is a historical and
(>n April 11 the Varsity La- critical approach to films.
crosse team posted their first
Cinema Studies I was not ofvictory this season in the game fered until last year. This fall
against RMWC by a score of 13- semester, both Cinema Studies
2. Karen Smith was high scorer I and Cinema Studies n will be
with five goals. Sue Ball added offered. The enrollment for each
three more and Bevvie Thornason class will be limited to fifteen
one, while Terri Sawyer and Don- students.
na Brubaker each scored twice.
A prerequisite for Cinema StuThe defense worked together to dies II is Cinema Studies I or
keep RMWC's offense from scor- the consent of the instructor.
ing. Goalies Brenda Blackwell
The Cinema Studies courses
and Sue Bekius stopped many shots will only be offered in the fall
from coming in to score.
semester, since in the spring

An acre of young trees
can produce enough
oxygen to keep 18
people alive for a
year.Breathe deep.
Only you can
prevent forest
fires.

semester Dr. Hooker will be
returning to New York University for graduate courses in cinema studies.

You're always
wtlcomt

FIDELITY
NATIONAL

BANK

"A
MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S
DREAM ii

k
HAMPDEN STABLES
APRIL
18-20

INSTRUCTION AND BOARDING
INDOOR RING

223-8294
The Lacrosse Team on their way to victory over RMWC
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"You've Come A Long Way Baby" Theme Of Water Show

"The Suffragettes" get 'into the swim'of women's rights
By DEBBIE BASTEK
Culminating three months of
practice, the H20 Club and Corkettes presented their annual
spring water show, "You've
Come a Long Way, Baby," April
3-6, featuring a number of
"firsts," including special lighting effects and the first male
swimmer to ever appear in a
Longwood water show.
"I thought the theme was unique
and timely because it was kind of
a play on women's lib," remarked
H20 and Corkettes advisor Nancy
Andrews.
The show began with a number
entitled "Adam and Eve," featuring Hampden-Sydney junior Mike
Soapes who swam with H20 Club
president Kathleen Fidler. Mike
alsa appeared in the following
number, "The Gay 90's," as the
beach "muscle man" along with
Brooke Dickerman, Temple Rogers, Anne Titlow, and Stephanie
Steinback.
The entire program of "You've
Come a Long Way, Baby" traced
the development of women's
rights and liberation from the beginning of history with special
emphasis placed on that since the
turn of the century. Strobe lights
were used for the "Flappers," a
number featuring the Charleston,
and a black light was used during
the final number, "The Future of
Women."
Commenting on Mike Soapes'
performance, Miss Andrews
noted that "It was something that
I had been hoping to see for a
long time, and I think it added to
the motivation of the group," adding "I was especially impressed

at the total group effort that went
into the»show, and the improvement of quality in thought and
skill that was produced since the
beginning of the year."
Asked why admission is charged for the water show Miss Andrews replied that two shows are

And later 'demonstrate' their aquatic abilities.
given each year and that costuming alone costs approximately
$150 for each show, while H20
and Corkettes were allotted only
$50 by the Student Activity Fees
Committee this past year. In order to meet the needs of a show
with an adequate expense account,

admission must be charged. The
Club also uses money made to
provide special equipment for its
shows, such as a $200 underwater speaker system purchased
last year. Added financial burdens were placed on the Club this
year when six costumes were

stolen before the last perform ance.
The show itself, however, was
a huge success as attendance ran
high. "I thought the show was especially good this year," remarked one member of the audience, "especially since they've
got a guy!"

H-SC Junior Mike Soapes takes to the water "muscleman" style in "The Gay 90's" number

Longwood's Swim Team Ends Season With 6-1 Record
By CLARE BAXTER
Longwood College's swimming
and diving team ended their season with a record of six wins and
one loss. Wins were chalked up
against RMWC) (twice), Mary
Washington College, Hollins College (twice), and Westhampton
College. The only loss was
against Madison College.
The team members Include:
Debbie Acker, Linda Burgdorf,
Emily Burgwyn, Karen Cutler,
Chris Dtckmeyer, Beryl Dixon,
Cathy Holt, Terry Thomas, Susan
Turner, Pam Walker, Robin
Wallmeyer, and Carol Walsh.
Miss Callaway, the swimming and
diving coach, believes that this
was the best team Longwood has
ever had - in skill and spirit.
"They worked hard together and
separately and never let each other down. I would like to commend each swimmer for hard
work and dedication. Also a sea-

son would not be complete or be
run the way It should without
managers. They were Clare Baxter, Libby Campfield, Jane
Chalkley, AudrenGuliches,Kathy
Nesbitt, and Judy Stiber."
Longwood added to their great
season by coming in third at the
State Meet held at Madison College on April 5th and 6th. This
is the highest any Longwood Swim
Team has ever placed. William
and Mary came first followed by
Madison College and Longwood,
right behind them.
Chris Dickmeyer received a
bronze medal for placing third in
the 200 yard Freestyle event.
This is the first medal a Longwood swimmer has ever received. Chris also placed fifth In the
finals of the 50 yard Butterfly,
eighth in the finals of the 100
yard Individual Medley, and fifth
in the finals of the 100 yard Butterfly.

Pam Walker placed seventh in
the finals of the 100 yard Breaststroke, and eighth in the finals of
the 50 yard Breastroke. Karen
Cutler placed second In the consolation finals of the 200 yard
Freestyle. Robin Wallmeyer
placed fifth In Diving and seventh
in the consolation finals of the
50 yard Breastroke. Beryl Dixon
placed second in the consolatior
finals of the 50 yard Backstroke,
and fifth In the consolation finals
of the 100 yard Backstroke. Cathy
Holt placed third in the consolation finals of the 50 yard Butterfly, third in the consolation
finals of the 100 yard Backstroke,
and fifth In the consolation finals
of the 100 yard Individual Medley.
Linda Burgdorf placed eighth
in the consolation finals of the
50 yard Backstroke, seventh in
the consolation finals of the 100
yard Breastroke, and seventh in

the consolation finals of the 100
yard Backstroke. Susan Turner
placed fifth In the consolation finals of the 50 yard Freestyle.
Emily Burgwyn placed sixth in the
consolation finals of the 50 yard
Freestyle. The 200 yard Medley
Relay Team placed fourth In the
state and the members included:
Beryl Dixon, Pam Walker, Chris
Dickmeyer, and EmUy Burgwyn.
Also the 200 yard Freestyle Relay placed fifth in the state and
the swimmers are Emily Burgwyn, Pam Walker, Cathy Holt, and
Chris Dickmeyer.
For all of these places, the
team accumulated a total of 208
points for the twodays. The Swim
Team would like to thank all of

their supporters for coming out
to cheer them in such a successful season!
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LongwoocTs Archery Team
Defeats Westhampton College

(Continued from Page 1)
and transforming them into a
two-room suite and one private
room. Dean Heintz explained that
the administration tried to pick
rooms for this type of suite that
had caused the most problems in
the past. She also dispelled the
rumor that there was a chance of
partially converting South Cunningham into an upperclass dorm.
The questions next were as to
the exact amount that is being
charged for private rooms, to
which Dean Heintz answered $100
per semester. The next question
was "How many girls are able to
get up $200 for this'.'" "Quite a
few" was the reply. Dean Heintz
then stated that private rooms
would not be converted into double rooms until the last minute.
(nit- of the thirty-two freshmen
without rooms then asked when
she would be notified as to where
she would live next year. Dean
Heintz remarked that no one
knew at the present time, and that
the matter would depend on the
number of students withdrawing
.ind the number of rooms converted.
Still another question brought
up was "Why weren't we informed
earlier ttiat Longwood was going
to become a hotel, with singleroom suites'."' Dean Heintz answered that the announcement
could not have been made sooner
because of the lack of statistics
from admissions.
Dr. Willett rose at this time
and stated that there was "no
way we can resolve every problem here. We've got a problem
we need to work at long and
hard."
The last question raised was
niie regarding the decision to invite the president of Mary Baldwin to speak at commencement,
rather than let the senior class
choose. Dr. Willett explained that
this particular decision had never
been up to jwpular election, and
that many speakers whom the
class suggested were unavailable. He then added that Mary
Baldwin is noted for its pioneering advances in education for
women, and therefore it was felt
that the president was a worthwhile choice.
Concluding comments concerned the expansion of curriculum offering which were discussed at the recent faculty meeting. The suggestions and problems are being looked into.

By LINDA BURGDORF
The Longwood College Archery
team has been selected. Team
members are: Ellen Adams, Donna Adams, June Beninghove, Linda Burgdorf, Debbie Carneal,
Debbie Fitch, GlynnGriggs, Carolyn Henshaw, Val Kestner, Anne
Somerville, Wanda Wallace, and
Kitty Wray. The team is coached by Miss Sara Smith.
Longwood met with Westhampton College there on April 10.
All members participated. Those
shooting officially were Anne
Somerville, Debbie Carneal, Ellen Adams, Linda Burgdorf, and
June Beninghove. The top three
scorers for the meet were Anne
with a 541, Debbie 509, and El-

6 arrows each shot at 50, 40, and
30 yards, Anne shot two perfect
ends, or she arrows in the gold.
Glynn Griggs, shooting unofficially for Longwood, also shot a
perfect end. Linda Burgdorf
shooting unofficially for Longwood, tied for third place score
of 492.
The last meet is a home meet
against Madison College on Tuesday, April 16. The State Meet is
April 23 at Westhampton.

Summer Storage
(continued from page 1)
chapter rooms should be handled
In the same way.
When labeling Item s for storage, students should put their
names and the name of the residence hall (with the room number) In which they will be living
in the Fall. These procedures
are applicable also to those who
will be attending summer school.
Students should indicate that they
are attending summer school on
the labels on luggage or containers for stored items. These
pieces will be delivered to Frazer
Hall just prior to the opening
of summer session.
If it is necessary for any senior to leave personal articles
and/or luggage during the time
between the end of classes and
commencement, they maybe left,
properly identified, in specific
recreation rooms in the various
residence halls. Students should
check with Head Residents for the
location in your particular residence hall.

Hampden-Sydney, Va. - Howard Higgins, who tells the secrets of mediums and fortune
tellers, will be on the HampdenSydney College campus Friday,
April 19, at 7:30 p.m. In Johns
Auditorium.
"Among the Spirits" shows
how fortune-telling mediums enable "spirits" to return to deliver personal messages to their
living friends and how they tell
our fortunes and secrets. The
first part of the program gives
the case for believing in such
"spirit" fortune-tellers and will
include a short seance.
The subject is approached by
Dean Higgins with the objectivity of a pure scientist in an expose' which scuttles the practices
of unprincipled mediums and fortune - tellers. "Among the Spirits" is a report on the findings
of that research.
Howard Higgins is a former
Dean of Emerson College, Boston, and head of the Division of
Psychology and Education. For
three terms he was President of
the International Platform Association. He is the retired manager of the Eastern Division,
Redpath Concert and Lecture
Management. He is the author of
"Influencing Behavior Through
Speech," a college textbook on the
psychology of persuasive speech.
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DREAM If
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A&P

len 483. Carolyn while shooting
unofficially, scored 543. Longwood won with a team total of
2303-2192.
Longwood's first home meet
was held April 11 against RMWC.
Anne Somerville took first place
with a 552; Carolyn Henshaw second with a 524; and Debbie Car-neal third with a 492. The team
won by a score of 1568-1100.
During the Columbia Round,
which is composed of 4 ends of

Fortunes - Mediums
Topic Of Lecture
By Howard Higgins

APRIL
18-20

YOUR SNACK
HEADQUARTERS

Spring Has Sprung! . . .
. . . Ami probably so has vour bicycle.
BICYCLES REPAIRED
Brakes - aligned ami adjusted
Gears - one to IT) speed - adjusted
Wheels - tightened and>trued
Chains - unkinkert. Oiled, etc
Seats. Handlebars, Pedals, etc.. tightened
General overall lubrication
See Neal at the Snack Bar
Friday. Sunday, and Monday Evenings

FREE BEER

